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Abstract
Failures at the BGP level can have significant impact on the overall Internet. Understand-
ing the behavior of BGP is thus both an important practical challenge and an interesting
research problem. To understand the true dynamics, and help interpret the multiple giga-
bytes of BGP log data, we have developed the “Link-Rank” graphical toolset. Link-Rank
weighs the links between Autonomous Systems by the number of routing prefixes going
through each link. Tracing these graphs over time results in a directed graph that shows the
weight changes of the logical inter-AS links. From this graph one can easily visualise the
complex BGP path changes and also combine views from multiple vantage points, to get
a better picture of global routing dynamics. We illustrate the usefulness of Link-Rank by
using it to examine BGP routing dynamics in three example cases. These examples show
Link-Rank is able to help BGP analysts estimate the scope of routing changes and to
reveal important routing dynamics in the presence of superfluous BGP update messages.
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1. Introduction

The Internet is made of a large number of Autonomous Systems (ASes) and the Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP) [1] is used to exchange reachability information between Au-
tonomous Systems. In order to monitor global reachability, analyze BGP dynamics, and
promptly detect routing failures, many individual ASes monitor their local view of the
BGP routing system; some ASes also provide public access to local routing table snap-
shots, referred to as looking glasses. A few passive BGP monitoring sites, such as RIPE
[2] and RouteViews [3], have also been established to collect BGP update data. These
monitoring sites peer with BGP routers of various ASes to passively collect the updates
from the peering routers, and make the resulting BGP log data publicly available.

Although publicly accessible looking glasses and BGP update logs provide potentially
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useful information into the operations of the Internet routing infrastructure, we are facing
several challenges in making effective use of the available data. First, due to routing poli-
cies, each vantage point tends to have a different view of BGP reachability and routing
activities, and observations at a particular router does not reflect the state for the rest of
the Internet in general. Second, there is no easy or clear way to combine these individ-
ual views into a coherent picture of the global routing changes. Third, the data volume
is large. For example, Route-Views typically logs over 10 gigabytes of BGP update mes-
sages per month from over 30 routers in various topological locations; during the SQL
Slammer worm attack on Jan 25th 2003, RIPE monitoring point received 632795 up-
dates from a single peer router. [4] also showed BGP log data collected during stressful
events, such as Nimda and Code Red worm attacks, may contain a high percentage of
measurement artifacts. The sheer amount of log data makes it difficult, if not impossible,
to observe whether the global routing system is going through its daily routine reachabil-
ity exchanges, or a significant failure has occurred, and if so where it is, what is the scope
of the impact, and how well BGP is adapting to the failure.

As the Internet continues to grow, the increase in inter-AS connectivity, the variety
of routing policies, and the lack of monitoring tools makes it increasingly challenging to
understand BGP routing dynamics. In order to provide dependable Internet connectivity,
not only do we need to collect BGP operation logs, but we must also have effective tools
to analyze and interpret the log data to explain the observed routing update dynamics, and
present the data in a way that makes the global routing dynamics readily accessible to
human operators.

In this paper we present the Link-Rank toolset. We define Link-Rank graphs showing
the weighted importance of AS peerings from observation points. We also define Rank-
Change graphs that can extract a compact graphical representation from BGP log data
to visually show important BGP dynamics. We further provide a systematic approach
for combining the Rank-Change graphs from multiple routers into a single global graph
summarizing overall BGP dynamics. The global graph can help in understanding issues
like the nature of the event and extent of overlap of affected peerings. But unlike the efforts
on constructing the AS level topology of the Internet [5, 6, 7], the Link-Rank objective
is to present BGP routing dynamics in an aggregate and easy to understand form in order
to aid network operators in understanding and evaluating the BGP operations. We use
three case studies to show how Link-Rank can compactly represent bulk BGP log data In
the first case, RouteViews vantage point observed a burst of routing changes to around
10000 prefixes, from a single router. Using Link-Rank, we show that this event is local,
and does not affect global routing. In the second example, we apply Link-Rank to BGP
logs collected during the time period of a known failure at a large AS, and show how
Link-Rank helps assess the global impact of this failure. Finally, we use Link-Rank to
examine the global routing events during the SQL Slammer worm attack on January 25,
2003.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally presents the Link-Rank model
and presents the algorithm for graph construction and combining the views from multiple
monitoring points. Section 3 show how Link-Rank is used to analyze BGP routing events,
and provides a detailed look at a routing update burst, and a large AS failure. Section 4
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presents another application of Link-Rank to examine routing during the SQL Slammer
worm attack. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Link-Rank and Rank-Change graphs

This section defines, with the help of examples, Link-Rank and Rank-Change graphs that
concisely represent large-scale path vector dynamics in a simple form. In a path vector
routing protocol such as BGP, routers exchange update messages that include the com-
plete path used to reach the destination and the path information is typically used in loop
detection, but in this case we use it for capturing BGP routing dynamics.

2.1 Definition and Construction of Link-Rank Graphs

A Link-Rank graph is constructed from a path vector routing table by representing the
paths as a directed graph. Each link in the graph is assigned a weight (i.e. rank) in terms
of the number of routes that rely on the link. Figure 1(a) shows a sample topology (shown
by the undirected edges). In this example topology, there are three prefixes that are ad-
vertised: prefix A is advertised by AS5, prefix B is advertised by AS6, and prefix C is
advertised by AS7. Assuming a BGP peering session between our observation point and
a router in AS1, the path information is sent to the observation point. For instance, from
point X, to reach prefix A, the next hop is AS1, followed by AS2 and then finally AS5,
that is the origin of the prefix.

The objective of a Link-Rank graph is to represent the AS level links used from a
particular vantage point in a visually compact form. Later, we describe how we use Link-
Rank graphs to construct Rank-Change graphs for capturing dynamics. The bold directed
edges in figure 1(a) constitute the Link-Rank graph for point X, showing how the three
prefixes can be reached from AS1. The weight on each link indicates the number of pre-
fixes that can be reached by using the link. Note that the Link-Rank graph from a point
will include only those ASs and links that are used to reach prefixes. In this example,
we have presented the underlying topology, but in actual analysis, one does not know the
complete AS-AS peering or connectivity.
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More formally, we define the Link Rank graph as follows:
Given a path vector routing table with entries of the form

���������	��
�����	���������
, the corre-

sponding Link Rank graph is a directed graph ������� � �"!
where :# �$� �&%(' %*)+�,�����,�

for some
� � .

In other words the vertices in the Link Rank graph are the nodes from the paths.# � � �-�.%	��/0�
such that

��%,� /0�
is a subsequence in some

�	�����	�
.

In other words, the set of edges in the Link Rank graph correspond to the links in the
paths.

Each link in the Link-Rank graph is assigned a weight based on the importance of the
link. The measure of importance used in this study is number of routes that rely on that
link, but other measures like address space coverage can also be used. More precisely,����132 �54 %	��/0�6)7�"! � the number of paths,

�,����� �
, that contain subsequence

��%,� /0�
.

2.2 Rank-Change Graphs: Tracing Link-Rank Changes Over Time

A Link-Rank graph from a vantage point provides a static snapshot of the AS-AS peerings
used to carry routes. Rank-Change graphs, which are derived over time from Link-Rank
graphs, help in visually identifying the sections of the routes that change. Conceptually,
a Rank-Change graph denotes the change in BGP routes as observed from a router over
a period 8 �

. The Rank-Change graph shows which AS links lost routes and which AS
links gained routes from a router’s perspective, and looking at this graph can give a visual
picture of the routing change event from that router’s perspective.

A Rank-Change graph is weighted directed graph �:9<;=�>��� � �"!
that captures the

difference between a Link-Rank graph from time
� ?

and a Link-Rank graph from time
�A@

.
The weight associated with each link indicates the change in the weight of that link. Thus,
a positive weight would indicate a gain of routes carried over the link, while a negative
weight would indicate a loss. For ease of presentation, a solid directed edge corresponds
to a rank increase and a dotted directed edge corresponds to a rank decrease.

More formally, let � ? �B��� ?�� �C?D!
and � @ �E��� @��5�0@F!

be two Link-Rank graphs
obtained from the same path vector router at times

� ?
and

� @
respectively. Algorithm 1

constructs the corresponding Rank-Change graph:

Algorithm 1: Constructing A Rank-Change Graph

Input: Link-Rank graphs � ? ����� ?�� �C?�!
and � @ �$��� @G� �0@H!

Output: A directed Rank-Change graph �"I	�����"I �5� I !
Construct a graph �JI	�$���JI �5� I ! such that �"I	� � � � � I�� � � ;

for each edge
��%,� /0�6)K� ?<L � @

containing weight MN� �.%	��/0� !
do

if M @ � �.%	��/0� !PO M ? � ��%,� /0��!RQ�TS then
�JI,�U�JI L �&%,� / � ;� I,� � I L ����%,� /0� � ;MVI�� �.%	��/0� ! �UM @ � �.%	��/W��!XO M ? � �.%	��/0� !

;

The algorithm constructs the Rank-Change graph by adding edges that have changed in
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Link-Rank values, to build the edge set, and building the vertex set for vertices associated
with these edges. The Rank-Change graph does not contain the edges that didn’t undergo
any rank change and as a result, the set of nodes may be reduced in the Rank-Change
graph compared to � ? L � @

.
Assume at time

� @
, the Link-Rank graph in fig 1(a) changes to the Link-Rank graph in

fig 1(b). This could be due to problems in the peering between AS-2 and AS-4, or some
other policy reason. In most cases, we do not know which link failures triggered the route
changes, and we use Rank-Change graphs to help narrow down on most likely candidates.
The corresponding Rank-Change graph is shown in Figure 1(c). The solid rectangle in the
Rank-Change graph identifies the point of observation. Including the point of observation
is useful when we combine Rank-Change graphs viewed from different points. In the
example above, the links ��� ����! and � � ����! have increased in ranks by 1, by virtue of the
change in path for prefix B from 1,2,4,6 to the new path 1,3,4,6. Similarly, the links ��� ��� !
and � � ����! have reduced in ranks by 1 (weight of -1). Thus, Rank-Change graph visually
indicates only sections have changed.

2.3 Combining RankChange Graphs from Different Vantage Points

Each Rank-Change graph captures the dynamics as observed from the particular router’s
perspective, and for

1
monitoring points, we would have at most

1
Rank-Change graphs.

Thus, there is a need to combine these views to construct a global picture. Algorithm 2
details how we can combine different rank change graphs to understand collective BGP
dynamics. Since combining

1
rank change graphs can increase the size of the global graph

by a factor of
1

in the worst case, it is necessary to abstract out most important changes
from each viewpoint. We thus reduce each Rank-Change graph into a reasonably small
graph representing the most important changes in the graph. These subgraphs are then
combined into one graph by performing a union on the set of nodes, and a multiset union
on the set of edges. We draw multiple links if required for AS-AS peerings that appear in
more than one graph to later identify commonality.

Algorithm 2: Combining Rank-Change Graphs

Input: Rank-Change Graphs � � � �5� � for a Set of Routers � for time interval 8
	
Output: Global Graph � I 9�� ����� I �5� I ! combining multiple views

Initialization: �"I	� � � �5� I,� � � ;
for each

�K) � with Graph ������ � �"!
do

Find a subgraph �  � %  � �  !��G� �  ��� � �"!
with a threshold

� ;���������� to filter the
most significant changes;
Construct Graph �JI9�� ���JI � � I ! from the obtained �  � %  �5�  ! s as follows:;�JI(�T�"I�� %  ;� I(� � I���� �  where ��� is a multiset union operator;

end
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2.4 BGP Link-Rank and Rank-Change Graphs

Link-Rank and Rank-Change graphs are defined in terms of arbitrary path vector routing
protocols, but we use these graphs to study BGP routing dynamimcs and provide some
insight into BGP. The BGP routing protocol is to used the exchange reachability infor-
mation between Autonomous Systems (AS) and a BGP path consists of a sequence of
Autonomous Systems (ASes)

�
.

Each AS is modeled as a single node, and the peering sessions between routers in
different ASs are modeled as edges in the graphs. The Link-Rank graph shows logical
links between Autonomous Systems. Each logical link in the model may consist of several
physical connection between two Autonomous Systems in the Internet. A path vector
protocol such as BGP hides the details of these physical connections and only indicates
the sequence of ASes used to reach the destination. It is also important to note that the
Link-Rank graph does not provide a complete map of the Internet’s AS topology. Instead,
the link graph shows the ASes and inter-AS connections that are used by a single router.
There will be additional ASes that are not visible from the router’s perspective, and thus
these ASes do not occur in the router’s Link-Rank graph. In other words, the Link-Rank
graph is a proper subgraph of the Internet’s AS topology and represents one view of the
preferred paths selected by a router.

Since the Internet is growing in size and a typical backbone router currently has routes
to over 120K prefixes, it becomes useful to identify operationally important ASes by
the number of prefixes they carry, and AS to AS level usage of BGP routes provides
valuable insights on of how routing changes take place. The complete Link-Rank graph
contains several thousand ASes so in order to concisely present the graph and highlight
bulk changes, we often show only the links whose rank exceeds some threshold value.
Note that the objective is to understand BGP dynamics in the aggregate and the threshold
value can be adjusted to vary the amount the dynamics of interest.

2.5 Extracing Event Information from BGP logs

In the construction of a Rank-Change graph, we compare BGP routes from two snapshots
in the time-interval 8 �

. If Rank-Change graphs were to be laid out on a real time basis,
then one critical aspect of capturing event dynamics would be identifying event bound-
aries in the BGP log. When a predetermined interval is not known advance, we select an
interval with the help of thresholding and waiting.

In our context, one candidate for threshold parameter is the magnitude of Rank-
Change. In a simplistic scheme, the threshold value 	 is pre-defined, and we start with
a snapshot of the routes at time

��?
. Whenever the total Rank-Change crosses this pre-

defined threshold 	 , we start a convergence timer (around 5 mins) to reduce the impact
of BGP convergence. When the timer expires at time

� @
, another snapshot of the sys-

tem is taken, and with these two snapshots, we can construct the Rank-Change graphs
for 8 � � � @ O � ?

. For the next sequence,
� @

acts as the starting point and Rank-Change
graphs are constructed for 8 � � ��� O � @

. Further improvements on this basic threshold

�
AS path attribute may include both AS sequences and AS sets that result from aggregation, but AS sets rarely

occurred in the data we observed
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Figure 2 Effects of different threshold values on identification of number of events for
January 2003

scheme may be achieved, by employing other feedback based learning techniques, like
the beta-gamma adaptive threshold regulation method explained in [8]. Figure 2 shows
the variation of the number of events captured with varying values of thresholds. As ex-
pected, increasing the threshold decreases the number of events captured.

3. Analysing BGP Path Dynamics

In this section we use the concepts from section 2 on BGP data collected from Oregon
RouteViews[3] and RIPE NCC[2] over several months in 2002 and 2003. To illustrate
the usefulness of the Link-Rank tools, three events are examined in detail. We pick these
cases, out of the many results we had, to be representative of three different classes of
events. All these events had similar update messages spikes, yet completely contrasting
routing behaviors as seen by our graphs. In all three cases, we only show Link-Rank
edges with a weight greater than 200. This value called presentation threshold, helps pro-
vide clarity in the presenting the graphs and has the effect of filtering out small changes.
Presentation thresholds can be changed to vary the amount of details, according to the
interest of the viewer. The greater the presentation threshold, the lesser the number of
edges in the graph. We consistently maintain the same threshold of 200 for all our cases
to establish a common ground for comparison.

The data retrieved from Ripe and RouteViews is first preprocessed to remove monitor-
ing artifacts in the BGP data collection methodology[4]. In particular, if the BGP session
between the monitoring point and the router being monitored breaks, then the entire rout-
ing table is exchanged after the session is re-established. This can result in large volumes
of BGP updates, but only reflects re-establishement of peering session with the monitoring
point.

3.1 Case I: 11th August 2003

As a first case, we examine the BGP dynamics on 11th August 2003, a date where no
specific BGP related problems or anomalies were reported on standard operational mail-
ing lists. Yet figure 3(a) shows a huge spike in the BGP updates on that day compared to
other days. However, even for this simple example there is a large amount of logged data
and understanding the activity during even this “normal” time period can be a challenge
for operations. Figure 3(b) shows the Rank-change graph around 7:36 GMT, and the edge
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weight for each links counts the change in Link-Rank in the last 5 mins. Note that all
the changes are observed from vantage point connected to AS 3130. Rank-Change graphs
from other monitoring points do not show any significant rank changes. Update logs con-
firm that in the interval between 7:25 and 7:40, only one AS of the over 30 monitored AS,
shows high routing activity corresponding to 3(b).

The graph shows that around 10,000 prefixes stopped using a path beginning
with

����� � � � S ����� � � ��� � , and most of them switched to a path beginning with����� � � � S ����� �	� � ��� . Below AS 1239, the path changes are spread across multiple links
to 4323, 4637, 7132, 7018 and 3356. But large scale path changes did not occur below
the first two hops. The Rank-Change graph for a single AS achieves the first step of com-
pactly representing a high number of updates to give a simple picture of how the routes
from a single router’s viewpoint changed. Note that in this case, the other routers do not
see any significant rank-changes and hence the combined graph from all routers is simply
the Rank-Change graph from figure 3(b).

Although the Rank-Change graph shows only two neigbhors for AS 3130, there are
many more neighbors present in the update logs that are omitted due to rank changes less
than presentation threshold(200 in this case). Looking at the distribution of rank changes
lower down, it seems likely the routing changes observed are due to some local peering
problems between AS 3130 and AS 1239 or some internal problems at AS 1239 or AS
3130. As observed from all other points, none of the links underwent a loss or gain of
more than 200 prefixes. Rank-Change graphs for later times during this day, produced
more such large routing swings to and away from AS 1239, observed from the same AS.
Through this quick and simple analysis, and examining continuous Rank-Change graphs
for extended periods, an operator can quickly identify the dominant BGP dynamics during
this time period.
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Note that in Figure 3(b) (and other later Rank-Change graphs), we do not see a perfect
match in the number of prefixes lost by an AS on one link, and the number of prefixes
gained by that AS on other links. In this case, AS3130 loses 9871 prefixes on the peering
with AS 1239 and there is a gain of 8771 prefixes on the peering with AS 2914. The
difference can be due to the slight variation in the total number of reachable prefixes at
any instant of time. The presentation threshold can also be responsible for filtering out
some of the smaller changes.

3.2 Case II: October 3, 2002

In a second example, the Link-Rank tools detected some unusual activity around 12:10
pm GMT on October 3, 2002. The algorithm produced several Rank-Change graphs from
various monitoring point during that day and showed large link rank changes from mul-
tiple points. Figure 5(a) shows the number of updates in 6-hour intervals around October
3, 2002 with a huge spike.

Figure 4(a) shows the Rank-Change graph for AS 6539. Note that although, the view
is observed from AS 6539, none of the links adjacent to AS 6539 actually appear in
the graph. This is because none of these direct links show significant changes. The figure
shows 6506 routes switched from AS 701 to other ASs. Similar to our analysis in the Case
1 example, an operator may suspect the source of the event is either AS 701, or the peering
between AS2914 and AS701. But unlike Case 1, this event also generated Rank-Change
graphs for many other routers being monitored and Figure 4(b) and Figure 4(c) show the
Rank-Change graph as viewed from two other ASs, AS 3130 and AS 2914 respectively.

To better understand the event, we can combine Rank-Change graphs for different
observation points into a single representative graph. We use algorithm 2 and excluding
edges with changes less than 1000. Figure 4(d) shows the resulting combined view. We
can see a high number of dashed edges into AS 701, as well as no solid edges to AS
701. The high in-degree of the dashed edges in the global graph suggests that AS 701 lost
routes observed from various vantage points and is the likely cause of event in this case.
This also indicates this event had a significant impact on all of our monitoring points. Fur-
thermore, we can even identify common segments, such as the peering between AS2914
and AS701, that lost routes as viewed from multiple points. Our analysis is confirmed by
reports about traffic congestion with AS 701 on the North American Network Operators
(NANOG) mailing list[9]. We can see that the Link-Rank tools not only help an opera-
tor identify the potential problem, they provide a concise description of large volumes of
data and allow the operator to get a visual feel of the BGP dynamics resulting from this
change.

4. BGP Dynamics During the SQL Worm

As a final representative case, we look at the BGP activities during the SQL Slammer
worm attack. The SQL Slammer worm alias “Sapphire” infected around 74855 hosts in
a period of 30 minutes between 5:29 GMT and 6:00 GMT [10] in January 2003. Begin-
ning around 05:00 Sat Jan 25 2003 GMT, the MS-SQL Server Worm began propagating
through the Internet. Infected hosts generated a high volume of malicious worm probe
traffic to UDP port 1434. Traffic congestion led to denial of service against many hosts
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and as well as the network infrastructure. Concerns were raised on how Internet Rout-
ing was affected by the worm and [11] showed that around 5,000 prefixes were instantly
withdrawn after the worm started infecting hosts. Internet health report for that time [12]
showed that the delays on lot of links were above the critical value. Though Sapphire
did not carry any malicious payload, its damage was caused by overloading networks by
saturating the bandwidth and taking database servers out of operation. As a result, many
individual sites reportedly lost connectivity as their access bandwidth was saturated by
local copies of the worm. To analyze the amount of Internet backbone disruption, we use
Link-Rank to examine the extremely large volume of BGP data collected during this time
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Figure 5 Update Count Plots

period. Figure 5(b) shows the number of updates observed at all the monitoring points at
RouteViews in 6 hour bins. Once again, we can see the spike in the updates around the
worm attack.

Using the concepts from section 2, we constructed Rank-Change graphs from various
vantage points during the time window 05:25 am to 05:37 am GMT on Jan 25, 2003. To
maintain consistency, in figures 6(a), 6(b) and 6(c), we show the Rank-Change graphs for
the same three monitored AS used in Case-I and Case-II. We see that in all three cases,
the dashed lines (route loss) dominate. This suggests that routes lost on one sub-path are
not compensated by a gain on another. In other words, the routes were withdrawn along
the shown AS-AS peerings, but for some reason not transfered to another AS-AS peer-
ing. Dashed lines (or Route loss links) dominating the Rank-Change graphs is not very
common, and is an indication of loss of reachability. Whether the reachability is affected
by problems at the edge, core or close to the monitoring point, may not necessarily be
understood with the help of Rank-Change graphs and would require operator expertise.

Figure 6(d) shows the combined graph for these three monitoring points. A main result
is actually the sparse nature of both individual and combined Rank-Change graphs. Al-
though the volume of BGP updates was very high at each of the monitoring points, there
were no large-scale common changes. This suggests that the changes were distributed
widely with no one link suffering a large hit. The analysis on SQL slammer worm in [10]
shows that a large number edge ASs were affected and the damage caused was geograph-
ically diverse.

We showed the effectiveness of Link-Rank using three diverse cases of BGP routing
changes. In the first case, although a large number of route changes were observed at one
point in the network, such large-scale change did not show up on the Rank-Change graph
drawn from other vantage points, indicating local dynamics that have little impact on the
rest of the Internet. In the second case, although the amount of route changes observed
from the individual points look moderate, the Rank-Change graphs from multiple points
reveal a common pattern of routes moving away from the same AS, indicating that the
event had a much wider impact on the overall Internet traffic flow. In the third case, an
exceptionally high volume of BGP updates was observed during the worm attack on Jan
25th, 2003. However, the Rank-Change graphs showed that the magnitude of changes
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Figure 6 Case III: Slammer Worm attack

were much lesser and there were hardly any common pattern of route changes. Changes
occurred at different parts of the Internet, indicating the distributed nature of the event.

Note that although we used Link-Rank in constructing Rank-Change graphs, for
brevity, we did not explicitly present Link-Rank graphs in our case case studies. While
selecting views to combine for a better picture, the LinkRank graph is very useful here
to see how important the peerings are and how topology pictures compare in order to se-
lect peer routers that contribute useful and significant information about the Autonomous
Systems and/or links of interest.

5. Related Work

In this paper, we analyzed AS path information from BGP update messages. [13] and
[14] also used AS path information from BGP routing tables, but their objective was to
map and derive characteristics of the Internet inter-domain topology. [15] further inferred
the relationships between ASes using AS path information. [16] also inferred inter-AS
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relationship, but their approach is based on the consistency among multiple routing tables.
These studies have led to a better understanding of the structure of the Internet topology
and the commercial relationship between ASes. However, each of them gives us only a
snapshot of the Internet and tells us little about how the Internet routing changes. Our
study, on the other hand, follows AS path changes and their effects on the overall routing
topology to reveal the source and impact of routing problems. Researchers have looked
at BGP updates during stressful events such as the code red worm [17]. According to
the study in [4], the worm had a big impact on some edge networks, and weaknesses in
BGP’s design and implementation substantially amplified the impact. Although this kind
of studies offer some insights into the causes of the BGP updates in the routing events,
they lack a formal model to systematically identify these causes and assess their impacts.
This paper aims to provide such a formal model.

On the visualisation front, projects like BGPlay [18] for visualization of inter-AS rout-
ing instability and HERMES [19] for visualization of inter-AS connectivities are exam-
ples of succesful BGP visualization. [20] also describes a good visualization tool for BGP
called Elisha. Though these visualizations are related, none of these tools directly capture
BGP dynamics in the sense discussed in this paper.

6. Conclusion

The large volume of BGP log data obscures the view of BGP routing dynamics and makes
it difficult to extract significant routing outages from routine updates. Furthermore, the
limited view of individual vantage points from which the data is collected also severely
constrains the ability to derive the causes and assess the impact of observed routing dy-
namics. As a first step towards a global Internet routing monitoring toolset, the Link-Rank
design explored a new approach for presenting the routing changes in a concise graphic
form. Simply weighting the links individually based on prefixes reached per vantage point,
Rank-Change graphs were able to capture AS level dynamics and give insight about the
event. Combining Rank-Change graphs from multiple points allowed us to narrow down
on the likely cause of change.

We believe Link-Rank can be used as an effective monitoring toolset either at a single
monitoring point to draw a Rank-Change graph, or at a BGP monitoring site collecting
updates from multiple vantage points. A network operator can use the former to monitor
the paths used by his own network, and contrast the latter against the locally observed
BGP events to assess the scope of the impact. As shown in our case studies, these graphs
can be used to pinpoint the cause of change and evaluate its impact on the rest of the
Internet. Our future work includes the use of IP address space metric in combination with
the prefix count metric as the link weight in drawing routing graphs, the consideration of
the tier level of ASes in the rank change analysis, and further improvements in combining
multiple views to scale well with increasing numbers of vantage points.
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